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Question: 1

What is a scenario?

A. A specific dialog that can occur between the system and a particular actor
B. A description of the path the user takes through the use case and the data that is exchanged
C. A set of possible dialogs that can occur between the system and one or more actors
D. An ordered set of flows from the start of the use case to one of its end points

Answer: D

Question: 2

What characterizes a generic alternative flow of events?

A. Is part of all scenarios
B. Is part of several different use cases
C. Applies at any point in a use case
D. Handles several different error conditions

Answer: C

Question: 3

Why is using configuration management to maintain requirements beneficial? (Select all that apply.)

A. Allows a managed baseline release strategy
B. Preserves requirement document revisions
C. Prevents circular traceability links
D. Guards against changes to a requirement that could impact other requirements

Answer: A,B

Question: 4

Which of the following are properties of a use case? (Select all that apply.)

A. Supplementary specifications
B. Name
C. Preconditions
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D. Flow of events
E. Special requirements
F. Design constraints

Answer: B,C,D,E

Question: 5

What question helps identify the actors in software requirements?

A. What subsystems will be in the system?
B. Who will be using the system?
C. Who will be paying for the system?
D. Who will be designing the system?

Answer: B

Question: 6

Which of the following are properties of a use case? (Select all that apply.)

A. Supplementary specifications
B. Name
C. Preconditions
D. Design constraints
E. Flow of events
F. Special requirements

Answer: B,C,E,F

Question: 7

Refer to the exhibit below. What are the three types of relationships in this use case?

A. X includes, Y generalization, Z extends
B. X generalization, Y includes, Z extends
C. X extends, Y generalization, Z includes
D. X extends, Y includes, Z generalization

Answer: A

Question: 8

What are the advantages of the use-case approach over traditional development approaches?

A. Use cases represent the user's perspective
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B. Use cases give context to requirements
C. Use cases visualize constraints
D. Use cases identify all stakeholders

Answer: A,B

Question: 9

In which of the following cases could an "extend" relationship be implemented?

A. One use case contains behavior optional to a second use case
B. One use case contains behavior and purpose common to many other use cases
C. One use case contains behavior common to a second use case
D. Two use cases contain similar behavior

Answer: A

Question: 10

What describes a particular path through the flow of events described in a use case?

A. Activity
B. Sequence
C. Communicates-association
D. Scenario

Answer: D
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